
  

Column: I am a writer 

The first thing my wife said when our move to Morocco became definite was: 

“This is your chance to see if you can achieve something in writing!” 
“Yeah!” I said, not fully convinced. I had to quit my job and follow my dream? It meant leaving all security 

behind… But a little seed was planted in my head and I heard a little voice saying: “Come on man! Dare to 

dream and dare to try. Why not? What’s worse: having tried or having regrets?” At first I ignored this little 

voice. Plans and ideas came and went as time progressed towards our move to Morocco: I decided to try 

and get my PHD in communications; I decided to start a small business (I already had two possible clients 

in the Netherlands); I thought I would try to become an intern at a Moroccan newspaper. 

I then decided to visit a coaching couple. I told them what was going to happen and what my ideas were. 

They let me talk for about 20 minutes until one of them said: “Listen Thijs, I have only one piece of advice 

for you. Make a business card that reads: Thijs Kolster, Writer/Ecrivain. Nothing else. Not even on the back. 

And please introduce yourself to everyone as Thijs Kolster, writer!” That was it. End of session. 

Bewildered, I walked outside, knowing my little voice had become a scream. It had rejected all other plans 

because it knew what I wanted all along. Still I was not totally convinced. 

But then we moved to Morocco. In the first few weeks we went to some receptions, where I talked to a 

couple of Americans, who both told me the same thing. After I had introduced myself and said I wanted to 

become a writer they replied: “Fantastic man! Oh I’m jealous! You’re following your dream. Go for it. And 

you know what? If you don’t make it you can always tell everybody you tried!” 

Exactly the same reaction, three times in a row, on separate occasions. Americans. They know how to give 

you a boost and maybe we Dutch think it’s sometimes a bit too much, but it was the final push. So here I 

am now after a year. On the 5th of January, 2015 I launched my blog for which I write a weekly story about 

everyday life in Morocco. I’ve had more than 6,000 views in eight months. Two online magazines gave me 

a chance to write for them, and my first book has been available since 1 September. 

Yes, I am a writer! Well…..at least I am trying. 
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